


















































Indonesian Civil Aviation Industry
Eka Swadiansa
Indonesia has vast area:
1.9 million sq km
In the long-span geographies of:
5,120 km east-west / 1,760 km north-south
Extending to 3 different World Time Zones:
UTC + 7, 8, 9
The largest archipelago-based country in the world:


















(1962-2014, state owned pioneer fleet, bankrupt)
(1970-2012, commercial airline)
(taken over by Thailand’s Tiger Air)
(1970-2005, commercial airline, bankrupt)
Recent Condition
Indonesia’s population is over 255 million people
(World’s fourth)
Indonesia’s civil aviation emerging market
27.5 million in 2009 to 94.5 million in 2014








(2002-2008, commercial airline, bankrupt)
(2002-2013, commercial airline, bankrupt)
(1999-now, commercial airline)
Competitive Diversification (1)
(1949-now, State owned, Niche Market)
(2001-now, State owned, LCC)
(subsidiary to Garuda Indonesia)
(2003-now, commercial airline)
(2013-now, commercial airline, LCC)
(subsidiary to Sriwijaya Air)
(1999-now, commercial airline, LCC)
Competitive Diversification (2)
(1949-now, State owned, Niche Market)
(2013-now, State owned, Pioneer Fleet)
(subsidiary to Garuda Indonesia)
(1962-2014, state owned, Pioneer Fleet, bankrupt)
(2003-now, commercial airline, Pioneer Fleet)
(subsidiary to Lion Air)
(1999-now, commercial airline, LCC)
Competitive Diversification (3)
(1949-now, State owned – Niche Market)
(2013-now, State owned – Pioneer Fleet)
(subsidiary to Garuda Indonesia)
(2013-now, commercial airline – Niche Market)
(subsidiary to Lion Air)
(2003-now, commercial airline – Pioneer Fleet)
(subsidiary to Lion Air)
(1999-now, commercial airline – LCC)
(1949-now, State owned – Niche Market)
(2013-now, State owned – Pioneer Fleet)
(2001-now, State owned, LCC)
(2013-now, commercial airline – Niche Market)
(2003-now, commercial airline, Pioneer Fleet)





























































































































= $   90.000.000 = Rp.  1 T
BUMD ?
CONFIRMED HOSPITALITY FACILITIES 
FERRONICKEL SMELTER 2 = $ 250.000.000 = Rp. 2,8 T
ASPHALT INDUSTRY          = $ 100.000.000 = Rp. 1,13 T
CEMENT INDUSTRY          = $  50.000.000 =  Rp. 565 Mil
CONTINENT HOTEL
CONVENTION CENTER = $  11.500.000 =  Rp. 130 Mil
TOTAL = $ 756.500.000 = Rp. 8,5 T




FERRONICKEL PLANT 1  =    650 Person
FERRONICKEL PLANT 2  =    650 Person
ASPHALT PLANT  =    200 Person
CEMENT PLANT  =    200 Person
PORT++ & LRT  =    300 Person
CONTINENT HOTEL  =    200 Person
LOCAL LABOR
30%     =  195 Person
30%     =  195 Person
50%     =  100 Person
40%     =    80 Person
50%     =  100 Person
70%     =  210 Person
TOTAL  =  920 Person
40%     =    40 Person
TOTAL  =  2300 Person
CLEOS HOTEL  =    100 Person

Thank You
